
 Phil Wilson Recommends:

Far Infrared (FIR) SaunaRELAX

Call us 800 533 4372 and order a Relax Sauna.

Use The Relax Sauna Yourself in the morning.
Pamper Yourself.  It will tone your whole day.

Use it on your clients BEFORE their massage.
(10 minutes) You will find you will be able to do

  a more effective massage in 1/2 of the time.

Your clients will want to buy these from you.
You can make $300, and You can charge $35-$65 for 20 min.

For more info:  www.relaxsaunas.com

The Relax Sauna radiator (above) is registered with the 
FDA as a medical device.   No other portable FIR sauna 

comes close to giving this pure (100% FIR) and intense 
healing light.

It’s the Light, not the heat that does the healing !

Heavy metal toxicity ?
Aches and Pains & Strains ?

And a whole lot more !

Call us at 800 533 4372
for a Free Finger Massager
This is a Figit (for your digit)

Additional figits are $2.00 each.

We have been the leader ...  in selling Massage Tools to massage therapists since 1980!
(See our Website for 100’s of massage tools & other items - special prices to massage therapists.)

Acu-Masseur - Double-Pressure
Point massager for NOT just the neck
and shoulders, but the whole body:
arms, quads, piriformis muscle, etc.

The Original MA Roller and  Mini-Ma.
We import these from the inventor of

the MA Roller. No other roller can sink
into your spine, & have the same effects

as the Original MA Roller. (see Logo)

Color Therapy
Glasses

Use for 30 min
for a session.

Quantum Age
Stirwand™

Converts water to
be more hydrating.
Clinically Tested !

Original Acu-Reflex Rollers designed by Deloris Ohrdorf in the 1970’s. Pictured: Acu-Reflex
4-Ball  Foot Bed Roller, Pain eraser 1, pain eraser, pain eraser 2,  & 4 more pain erasers.

Olive Gold 3
Ozonated Olive Oil +

Incredible for massage !

www.Momentum98.com
  800/533-4372

Taking Advantage of the Moment !    Propelling yourself into Greatness !
3509 N. High St.,  Columbus, Ohio 43214

2 red “golf” balls
embrace  muscles.


